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### Title:
**Zulueta vs. Zulueta: A Testamentary Proceedings Dispute**

### Facts:
This case revolves around the estate division process following the death of Don Clemente
Zulueta in 1900 in Iloilo, with sole heirs being his children, Don Jose Zulueta and Doña
Francisca Zulueta. Don Jose initiated voluntary testamentary proceedings for the estate
division under the provisions of the Ley de Enjuiciamiento Civil. Each sibling nominated an
auditor for the estate division, with a third, neutral auditor appointed by mutual agreement
to serve as an umpire. Disagreements ensued when the auditors nominated by the heirs
produced conflicting reports, leading to the neutral auditor siding entirely with Don Jose’s
proposed division.

Upon  Doña  Francisca’s  objection  to  this  outcome,  the  court  directed  adherence  to
declarative actions as prescribed by the relevant civil procedure law. Despite extensions to
the deadline for filing a demand in the declarative action, Francisca sought a suspension of
the action until the enactment of a new Code of Procedure, a petition the court denied,
leading to her losing the right to initiate the action as per the court’s orders on June 15 and
June 22, respectively.  Appeals against these orders were dismissed for being untimely.
Consequently,  the  court  approved  Don  Jose’s  partition  proceedings,  prompting  Doña
Francisca to appeal this decision alongside filing a petition under Act No. 75 alleging errors
by the court affecting her appeal rights and the validity of judicial orders.

### Issues:
1. Whether the acting judge had de facto authority to render the auto on June 22 denying
Doña Francisca’s petition.
2. Whether Dona Francisca is entitled to relief against the consequences of her failing to
timely appeal the auto of June 22 due to her own mistake of law.
3. Whether the court erred in its procedural handling, specifically with respect to declaring
Dona Francisca had lost her right to file a demand in the declarative action.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court held that the issue of the acting judge’s authority to render the auto
was inconsequential to the proceeding’s resolution. The Court also determined that Doña
Francisca could not claim relief for her failure to timely appeal based on her mistake of law,
citing that ignorance of the law is not an excuse for non-compliance. Additionally, the Court
found no merit in Doña Francisca’s petition for suspension until the new Code’s enactment
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or in her arguments against the autos and the partition proceedings’ approval. Thus, the
Court denied her petition and affirmed the judgment approving the partition proceedings,
emphasizing  that  Doña  Francisca  had  no  substantial  rights  infringed  by  either  her
misconceptions or the lower court’s actions.

### Doctrine:
1.  **Mistake of  Law:** The principle that “ignorance of  the law does not excuse from
compliance therewith” (Civil Code, art. 2). This case reinforced the understanding that Act
No. 75’s provision for relief against judgments obtained by mistake does not extend to a
party’s error or misconception concerning legal provisions or deadlines.

### Class Notes:
– **Mistake of Law v. Mistake of Fact:** This case highlights a crucial distinction where
relief is not readily granted for mistakes of law by the parties involved as it is generally
presumed that everyone knows the law.
– **Authority of Acting Judges:** The particular authority of acting or substitute judges to
make judicial decisions can be challenged but does not automatically invalidate their actions
unless proven they exceeded their jurisdiction.
–  **Timeliness  of  Appeals:**  The  strict  enforcement  of  deadlines  for  filing  appeals
emphasizes the procedural discipline required in legal proceedings. Failure to meet these
deadlines can result in the waiver of rights to challenge court decisions.

### Historical Background:
This case unfolds in the early 20th century under the influence of the Spanish Civil Code
and the Ley de Enjuiciamiento Civil, during a period of legal transition with the upcoming
enactment of a new Code of Procedure in the Philippines. It illustrates the complexities
arising from the blend of Spanish legal traditions with evolving American-influenced judicial
reforms during the American colonial period in the Philippines.


